01004_00082 - 3/4-length portrait, Genuine expression, Motion, Subject-to-camera engagement, Vertical

01063_d1x_00083 - Close-up, Detail, Horizontal, Task focused

02022_00096 - Horizontal, Task focused

02050_00006 - Black and white, Design elements, Dramatic lighting, Environmental Portrait, Subject-to-camera engagement, Vertical
04050_00101 - Horizontal, Motion, Motion-blur, Pan, Speed

05001_00106 - High-key, Horizontal, Location portrait, Low angle, Shooting upward, White space

05022_00263 - Backlight, Environmental Portrait, Flash as main, Low angle, Shooting upward, Vertical

05071_00377 - 3/4-length portrait, Environmental Portrait, Horizontal, Task focused
07023_00046 - Blurred background, Detail, Extreme close-up, Gelled lighting, Horizontal, Subject-to-subject interaction, Task focused, Vertical

07023_00082 - Close-up, Detail, Gelled lighting, Graduated lighting, Vertical

07023_00106 - Blurred background, Detail, Extreme close-up, Gelled lighting, Vertical

07061_00052 - Blurred background, Candid, Close-up, Flash as main, Genuine expression, Horizontal, Low angle, Portrait, Shooting upward
08043_00560 - Available light, Low-key lighting, Profile, Vertical

14031_00100 - Full length portrait, High angle, High-key lighting, Portrait, Studio, Subject-to-camera engagement, Vertical, Wide angle

17041_00031 - 3/4-length portrait, Environmental Portrait, Flash as main, Horizontal, Low angle, Shooting upward, Skewed perspective, Wide angle

20020_00106 - 3/4-length portrait, Genuine expression, Portrait, Studio, Subject-to-camera engagement, Vertical
20020_00384 - Available light, Backlight, Selective focus, Task focused, Vertical

20020_00474 - 3/4-length portrait, Candid, Genuine expression, Skewed perspective, Vertical

20076_00234 - Horizontal, Low angle, Shooting upward

20120_00467 - Close-up, Horizontal, Skewed perspective, Task focused, Wide angle
20120_00898 - Backlight, Candid, Horizontal, Task focused, Warm light

20126_00279 - Blurred motion, High ISO, Motion, Subject-to-subject interaction, Vertical, Zoom blur

20257_00065 - Architectual, Horizontal, Wide angle

21059_00019 - Blurred background, Directional light, Low depth-of-field, Selective focus, Shallow depth-of-field, Shallow focus
but they can be dye sensitized to longer, high-energy wavelengths, including infrared. IR is normally defined for photographic purposes as ranging from 700 nm to 15. Infrared photography (IR photography) Silver halides are inherently sensitive to the short, lower-energy wavelengths
46000_00603 - Blurred background, Compressed perspective, Low depth-of-field, Selective focus, Shallow depth-of-field, Shallow focus, Vertical

50000_00360 - Close-up, Detail, Overhead, Vertical

CD_0001_002 - Close-up, Fill flash, Genuine expression, Horizontal, Subject-to-camera engagement

CD_0001_026 - Directional light, Overhead, Soft focus, Still life, Studio, Warm light
CD_0015_083 - Horizontal, Motion-blur, Movement, Pan

CD_0027_058 - Blurred background, Close-up, Compressed perspective, Selective focus, Shallow depth-of-field, Shallow focus, Vertical

CD_0042_010 - Directional light, Low depth-of-field, Low-key lighting, Selective focus, Shallow depth-of-field, Shallow focus, Skewed focus, Studio, Vertical

CD_0043_002 - Close-up, Composite, Detail, Extreme close-up, Horizontal, Illustration, Saturated color
CD_0043_017 - Gelled lighting, Motion, Task focused, Vertical, Zoom blur

CD_0047_038 - Abstract, Close-up, Detail, Gelled lighting, Vertical, Zoom blur

CD_0088_012 - Backlight, Horizontal, Lens flare, Low-key lighting, Silhouette, Warm light, Wide angle

CD_0029_064 - Drag shutter, Environmental Portrait, Motion-blur, Subject-to-camera engagement
CD_0062_001 - Chamber, Distorted, Fish-eye, Male, research, Student, Task focused

Sampath_Aspen_V4a - Composite, Concept, Horizontal, Illustration, Panoramic, Subject-to-camera engagement